Most Demanding Industrial/Scientific Application Requirements

Precision Products Offer Cost
Effective Solutions for a Variety
of Laboratory Applications
Lab-Crest® Glass Products for
Laboratory Apparatus Provide
Precise Control and Durability

Fully Integrated Lab-Crest Midi-Dist™
Distillation Systems Save Space, Time, and
Money in Laboratory Testing and Analysis

Lab-Crest Quick Opening Valves combine the
opening speed of a stopcock with the vacuum and
pressure capabilities of the Lab-Crest Threaded Glass
Needle Valve.
The Andrews In-Line Needle Valve is a simple
instrument for precision control of flow to positive zero.
It has only two main components–a glass body and a
PTFE stem that never needs grease.
Lab-Crest Solv-Seal Joints provide strong, positive leakfree seals.

Lab-Crest Midi-Distillation Systems allow you to replace
costly macro distillation techniques. Designed to make
distillation and other difficult analyses easy, these
compact, fully integrated units enable you to quickly and
efficiently prepare multiple samples for analysis. The distillation system for cyanide and sulfide reduces cost 30%
and conforms to U.S. EPA Methods 3.35.2 CLP-M and 335.4.
The midi distillation system for ammonias and phenols
reduces distillation time up to 50%. The system allows users
to safely and confidently downscale EPA Method 350.1
for ammonia and Method 420.4 for phenol.
■ Save Space–Conduct simultaneous distillations in as
little as 1/5 the space used by traditional systems.
■ Save Time–Glassware is easy to handle, clean, store,
and set up. Integrated heater, holder, water, and
vacuum manifolds, tubing, couplings, and controls are
designed to simplify setup and use. Fully self-contained,
the entire system is easily moved.
■ Save Money–Savings in time and space go right to the
bottom line. The Midi-Dist System uses up to 90% less
reagents and generates less waste than traditional
systems, providing additional savings on reagent
purchases and waste disposal costs.

High Quality Glass Filters Ensure Exact
Repeatability and Long Life
ROBU® porous filter discs, also known as sintered or
fritted discs, are high quality filters that can be easily
incorporated into your filtration and separation
systems. Made exclusively of borosilicate 3.3 glass,
through a special milling and sintering process, ROBU
filters contain no foreign substances. Because our filters
are 100% glass, they can easily be fused to the glass
part of filter apparatus for almost any application.
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ANDREWS GLASS COMPANY
Combining Glass Engineering and Custom Fabrication to Meet the Most Demanding Industrial/Scientific Application Requirements

Precision
Glass
Products

Glass engineering experience, extensive
manufacturing capabilities, and highly
skilled artisans working with glass/quartz,
Kovar®, and ceramics provide a unique
resource for prototypes, short runs, or mass
production of specialty glass products.

Analytical Instrument
Components
CO2 Laser Components
Electro-Optical Envelopes
(Vidicon, CAT, PET)
Spectroscopy Components
Latex Dipping Forms
Environmental Analysis
Ozone Generation
Critical Flow Monitoring
And More...

Engineering Assistance and Advanced
Technical Experience Ensure Solutions to
Your Most Challenging Design Problems
At Andrews, we take you from concept, through
fabrication, to prototype and finished product. Starting
with your design or specifications, our engineering and
manufacturing personnel work closely with you to select
the right processes and materials to ensure that your
precision fabricated component meets your requirements. Drawing on our engineering experience and
problem solving experience, we avoid problems
in the design and development stages. Adhering to
strict control procedures at every step of the manufacturing process, we can assure that tight tolerances will
be maintained in the initial run and will be consistently
repeated for all subsequent production runs.

Extensive Sealing Capabilities and
Calibration Options Allow Flexibility
in Product Design
Utilizing a variety of materials, including several types
of glass, Kovar, and ceramics, Andrews highly skilled
artisans execute specialized operations such as sealing
faceplates or metal rings to a variety of fabricated
vacuum tubes for use in electron envelopes. Using
direct or graded seals, we produce components that
are used in lasers, infrared systems, semiconductors,
and photomultipliers.
The ability to calibrate glassware to class “A” specifications and mark the calibrations by acid etching, silk
screening, or ceramic fired decals increases our ability
to meet special product design specifications. Our flow
tube calibration laboratory allows us to certify/recertify
any industry standard flow tubes and provide NIST
traceable calibration certificates.

Precision Finishing Work Center
Combines Grinding, Honing, Polishing,
and Lapping to Ensure Smooth,
Accurate Finishes
Manufacturing to high precision requirements for
diameter concentricity, wall thickness, parallelism, and
surface finish, we can make walls exactly parallel and
eliminate distortion. Concentric, centerless, or surface
grinders control the product to ensure a flawless result.
Typical applications include optical grinding and
polishing of spectrophotometer components.

Total Quality Assurance Ensures Design
Integrity and Guarantees Precision
Fabrication
Applying modern CAD techniques to your requirements, our engineers design application solutions that
result in products which exceed criteria established by
the National Institute of Standards and Technology.
Using laser micrometers to measure accuracy to ±20
millionths, Andrews maintains quality assurance from
design through final production.

– ISO 9001:2008 Certified –
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Glass Formed
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Custom
Glass
Grinding
Fixture
Laser Micrometer
Radio Frequency
Glass-to-Metal
Sealing

Unique, Specialty Products and Services
Meet Diverse Application Standards and Requirements
Precision Bore Tubing Meets Your Size,
Shape, and Tolerance Requirements
Andrews produces, designs, and shrinks precision bore
tubing in round, capillary, fluted, tapered, rectangular,
square, and hexagonal shapes. Complex configurations, including internal threads, end bells, and other
changes in bore size are produced to high precision
specifications. Working in borosilicate, fused quartz
and other types of glass, we achieve and maintain
tolerances up to ±.0001” in a wide range of inside
diameters and lengths.
Andrews proprietary shrinking technology allows you
to take full advantage of the unique chemical and
mechanical characteristics of glass (especially low
expansion borosilicate glass and fused quartz). Characteristics like transparency, optical stability, chemical
inertness, impermeability, nonporosity, light transmission,
low thermal conductivity, dialectic properties, and a
compressive strength greater than steel make glass the
ideal material for use in solving a variety of engineering
problems. Andrews maintains the most extensive
inventory of mandrels in the industry, covering the
entire range of available sizes. We can produce
prototypes or production quantities quickly while

saving the time and expense of new mandrels.
Applications include components like laser bores,
vidicon and photomultiplier tubes, precision burets and
volumetrics, flow meters, spectroscopy cells, plungers,
and syringe barrels.

Lab-Crest® Glass Pressure Reaction
Vessels Offer Outstanding Market
Value in Research and Industrial
Laboratories
Visual observation of a pressurized system is one of the
major advantages of Lab-Crest glass pressure reaction
vessels. Chemically inert borosilicate glass construction
allows you to accurately and safely observe:
■ Solubility of gases in liquids at increased pressures.
■ Chemical behavior of liquids and gases subjected to
temperature and pressure changes.
■ Effect of liquids on metals.
■ Spray and pressure characteristics.
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